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GARLING SEQUENCE SPACES
BEN WALLIS
Abstract. By generalizing a construction of Garling, for each 1 6 p < ∞ and
each normalized, nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers w ∈ c0\ℓ1 we exhibit
an ℓp-saturated, complementably homogeneous Banach space g(w, p) related to the
Lorentz sequence space d(w, p). Using methods originally developed for studying
d(w, p), we show that g(w, p) admits a unique (up to equivalence) subsymmetric
basis, although when w = (n−θ)∞n=1 for some 0 < θ < 1, it does not admit a
symmetric basis. We then discuss some additional properties of g(w, p) related to
uniform convexity and superreflexivity.
1. Introduction
In this paper we shall generalize a Banach space constructed by D.J.H. Garling in
[Ga68] in order to deﬁne a new family of Banach spaces g(w, p), 1 6 p <∞, which
can be seen as variations on the family of Lorentz sequence spaces d(w, p). The
original motivation behind Garling’s construction was to exhibit a subsymmetric
basis which is not symmetric, and his original construction in [Ga68] consisted of
g(w, 1) with w = (n−1/2)∞n=1. Similar modiﬁcations have appeared in past literature,
namely the spaces constructed in [Pu76] and [DOSZ11, §5]. The one in [Pu76] is
a modiﬁcation of g(w, 2) for w = (n−1/2)∞n=1, and forms a uniformly convex space
whose canonical basis is subsymmetric but not symmetric. The space from [DOSZ11,
§5] can be viewed as being constructed from variations of g(w, 1) for various choices
of weights w, and yields a canonical basis which is 1-greedy and subsymmetric but
not symmetric.
Both the new Garling sequence spaces g(w, p) and the older Lorentz sequence
spaces d(w, p) are deﬁned by taking the completion of c00 under norms ‖ ·‖g or ‖ ·‖d,
respectively. The only diﬀerence between these norms is that ‖ · ‖g is deﬁned by
taking a certain supremum over subsequences instead of permutations of sequences,
as is the case for ‖ · ‖d. Consequently, many results which have been established
in previous literature for Lorentz sequence spaces carry over, with more or less the
same proofs, for the Garling sequence spaces g(w, p). Indeed, most of our results
below are just minor adaptations of results in [ACL73], [CL74], and [Al75].
The author thanks Greg Martin and Bu¨nyamin Sarı for their helpful comments.
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Let us recall some basic deﬁnitions and notation which we will need later. De-
note by c00 the space of all scalar sequences (i.e., elements of R
N or of CN) with
ﬁnitely many nonzero entries. If (xn)
∞
n=1 is a basis for a Banach space X , and
x =
∑∞
n=1 anxn, then we denote supp x := {n ∈ N : an 6= 0}, i.e. the set of in-
dices corresponding to the nonzero entries of x (which is called the support of x).
When the basis (xn)
∞
n=1 is clear from context, we may write x = (an)
∞
n=1 in place of
x =
∑∞
n=1 anxn.
Let X and Y denote inﬁnite-dimensional Banach spaces. The space X is said to
be Y -saturated just in case every inﬁnite-dimensional closed subspace of X admits
a further subspace Z which is isomorphic to Y , written Z ≈ Y . (In the literature,
beging Y -saturated is sometimes called being hereditarily Y .) Now suppose (xn)
∞
n=1
and (yn)
∞
n=1 are sequences in X and Y , respectively. If there exists C ∈ [1,∞) such
that
‖
∞∑
n=1
anxn‖X 6 C‖
∞∑
n=1
anyn‖Y
for all ﬁnitely-supported sequences of scalars (an)
∞
n=1 ∈ c00, then we say that (yn)∞n=1
C-dominates (xn)
∞
n=1, and write (xn)
∞
n=1 .C (yn)
∞
n=1. In case C does not matter,
we will simply say that (yn)
∞
n=1 dominates (xn)
∞
n=1, and write (xn)
∞
n=1 . (yn)
∞
n=1.
Whenever (xn)
∞
n=1 .C (yn)
∞
n=1 and (yn)
∞
n=1 .C (xn)
∞
n=1, we say that (xn)
∞
n=1 and
(yn)
∞
n=1 are C-equivalent, and write (xn)
∞
n=1 ≈C (yn)∞n=1 or, simply, (xn)∞n=1 ≈
(yn)
∞
n=1.
A basic sequence (xn)
∞
n=1 is called subsymmetric just in case it is unconditional
and equivalent to each of its subsequences. It is called symmetric whenever it is
unconditional and equivalent to each of its permutations. By a uniform boundedness
argument (cf., e.g., [LT77, §3.a] for details), it follows that if (xn)∞n=1 is a subsym-
metric basic sequence then there is a uniform constant C > 1 such that if (xnk)
∞
k=1 is
any subsequence and (ǫk)
∞
k=1 is any choice of signs (or, in the complex case, elements
of the complex unit circle T), then (xn)
∞
n=1 is C-equivalent to (ǫkxnk)
∞
k=1. In this case
we say that (xn)
∞
n=1 is C-subsymmetric. Similarly, if (xn)
∞
n=1 is symmetric then
there is C > 1 such that (xn)
∞
n=1 is C-equivalent to each (ǫnxσ(n))
∞
n=1, where σ is a
permutation of N, in which case we say that (xn)
∞
n=1 is C-symmetric. Note that
C-symmetry implies C-subsymmetry, which in turn implies C-unconditionality.
Most other notation is standard, such as might appear, for instance, in [LT77] or
[AK06]. However, we still need to introduce notation for the spaces under consider-
ation in this paper.
1.1. Lorentz sequence spaces. We denote by
W := {(wn)∞n=1 ∈ c0 \ ℓ1 : 1 = w1 > w2 > w3 > · · · > 0}
the set of all normalized null sequences of positive nonincreasing weights which are
not summable. We also let Π denote the set of permutations on N. Then for any
31 6 p < ∞ and any w ∈ W, we deﬁne a Lorentz sequence space d(w, p) as the
completion of c00 under the norm ‖·‖d deﬁned by the rule
‖(an)∞n=1‖d = sup
σ∈Π
‖(aσ(n)w1/pn )∞n=1‖p, (an)∞n=1 ∈ c00.
Here, ‖ · ‖p denotes the ℓp-norm deﬁned by
‖(an)∞n=1‖p =
(
∞∑
n=1
|an|p
)1/p
, (an)
∞
n=1 ∈ ℓp.
We will usually denote by (dn)
∞
n=1 the unit vector basis of d(w, p). Observe that the
choice of letter “d” for the Lorentz sequence spaces follows standard conventions in
the literature.
1.2. Garling sequence spaces. Let N↑ denote the set of all strictly increasing
sequences of positive integers, i.e. the set of all sequences
(n1 < n2 < n3 < · · · ) ∈ NN.
Then for any 1 6 p < ∞ and any w ∈ W, we deﬁne a Garling sequence space
g(w, p) as the completion of c00 under the norm ‖·‖g deﬁned by the rule
‖(an)∞n=1‖g = sup
(nk)
∞
k=1∈N
↑
‖(ankw1/pk )∞k=1‖p, (an)∞n=1 ∈ c00.
We will usually denote by (gn)
∞
n=1 the unit vector basis of g(w, p).
We might want to also say a few words about the restrictions on w in the deﬁnition
of g(w, p). The choice of w1 = 1 gives us normalization, and requiring that w =
(wn)
∞
n=1 be nonincreasing leads to relatively simple norm computations. The further
conditions w ∈ c0 and w /∈ ℓ1 prevent us, respectively, from having g(w, p) ≈ ℓp or
g(w, p) ≈ c0.
We shall need two basic results on subsymmetric bases. We omit the proofs since
they are practically identical to the analogous results for symmetric basic sequences
in [ACL73].
Proposition 1.1 (see [ACL73, Proposition 3]). Let X be a Banach space with a
subsymmetric basis (xn)
∞
n=1 and let (yi)
∞
i=1 be a seminormalized block basic sequence
in of (xn)
∞
n=1. If there is L ∈ N such that #supp yi 6 L for all i ∈ N, then (yi)∞i=1
is equivalent to (xn)
∞
n=1.
Proposition 1.2 (see [ACL73, Proposition 4]). Let X be a Banach space with a
subsymmetric basis (xn)
∞
n=1, and let
yn =
pn+1−1∑
i=pn
aixi, n ∈ N,
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form a block basic sequence satisfying
(1) inf
n∈N
sup
pn6i6pn+1−1
|ai| > 0.
Then (yn)
∞
n=1 & (xn)
∞
n=1.
We also record the following fact, which is well-known and has an elementary
proof which we omit.
Proposition 1.3. Every subsymmetric basic sequence in a Banach space is either
weakly null or else equivalent to the canonical basis of ℓ1.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we collect some basic facts about
the spaces g(w, p). Section 3 is where we show that g(w, p) always admits a unique
subsymmetric basis but, for certain w ∈ W, fails to admit a symmetric basis.
Finally, in section 4, we prove that g(w, p) is never uniformly convex, and that in
some cases it is reﬂexive but not superreﬂexive.
2. Basic results on g(w, p)
In this section, we shall collect some basic facts about g(w, p), ultimately proving
the following result.
Theorem 2.1. Let 1 6 p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W, and denote by (gn)∞n=1 the
canonical basis for g(w, p).
(i) (gn)
∞
n=1 is weakly null.
(ii) Every basic sequence in g(w, p) equivalent to (gn)
∞
n=1 admits a subsequence
spanning a subspace complemented in g(w, p).
(iii) If 1 < p <∞ then g(w, p) is reflexive, but if p = 1 then g(w, 1) is nonreflex-
ive.
(iv) No subspace of ℓp is isomorphic to g(w, p).
(v) For every ǫ > 0 and every infinite-dimensional closed subspace Y of g(w, p)
there exists a further subspace Z ⊆ Y which is (1 + ǫ)-isomorphic to ℓp.
(vi) In case p = 1, for every infinite-dimensional closed subspace Y of g(w, 1),
there exists a further subspace Z ⊆ Y which is isomorphic to ℓ1 and comple-
mented in g(w, p).
(vii) For every ǫ > 0, the space g(w, p) contains a closed subspace which is (1+ǫ)-
isomorphic to ℓp and (1 + ǫ)-complemented in g(w, p).
Remark 2.2. We say that a Banach space X is complementably homogeneous
whenever for every closed subspace Y of X such that Y ≈ X, there exists another
closed subspace Z such that Z is complemented in X, Z ≈ X, and Z ⊆ Y . Observe
that condition (ii) in Theorem 2.1 above, together with subsymmetry, implies that
g(w, p) is complementably homogeneous.
Let us begin with the following.
5Proposition 2.3. Let 1 6 p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W, and let (gn)∞n=1 denote
the canonical basis of g(w, p). Then any normalized block basic sequence of (gn)
∞
n=1
is 1-dominated by the canonical basis for ℓp.
Proof. Our proof shall follow that of [ACL73, Proposition 5]. Let
yn =
pn+1−1∑
i=pn
aigi, n ∈ N,
form a normalized block basic sequence in g(w, p), and let (bn)
N
n=1, N ∈ N, be any
ﬁnite sequence of scalars. Then we can ﬁnd a sequence sets A1 < A2 < · · · < AN
such that An ⊆ {pn, pn + 1, · · · , pn+1 − 1} and
‖
N∑
n=1
bnyn‖pg =
N∑
n=1
∑
i∈An
|bnai|pwm(i),
where m(i) = #{j ∈ A1 ∪ · · · ∪AN : j 6 i}. Notice also that for each n = 1, · · · , N ,
we have ∑
i∈An
|ai|pwm(i) 6 ‖yn‖pg = 1
so that
‖
N∑
n=1
bnyn‖pg =
N∑
n=1
∑
i∈An
|bnai|pwm(i) =
N∑
n=1
|bn|p
∑
i∈An
|ai|pwm(i) 6
N∑
n=1
|bn|p.
It follows that (yn)
∞
n=1 is 1-dominated by the canonical basis for ℓp.
When characterizing the norm of x =
∑∞
n=1 andn ∈ d(w, p), #supp x < ∞, we
can always assume (an)
∞
n=1 is positive and nonincreasing. However, for g(w, p) this
is not always possible. In particular, we will need a substitute method to deal with
block bases in g(w, p), which we give below.
Proposition 2.4. Let 1 6 p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W, and let (gn)∞n=1 denote
the canonical basis of g(w, p). Suppose
yn =
pn+1−1∑
i=pn
aigi, n ∈ N
forms a block basic sequence. Then there exists another block basis formed by vectors
yˆn =
pˆn+1−1∑
ℓ=pˆn
aiℓgℓ, n ∈ N,
such that
(i) aiℓ 6= 0 for any ℓ ∈ N;
(ii) pˆ1 = 1;
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(iii) (iℓ)
pˆn+1−1
ℓ=pˆn
is a subsequence of (i)
pn+1−1
i=pn
for each n ∈ N;
(iv) ‖yn‖g = ‖yˆn‖g =
(
pˆn+1−1∑
ℓ=pˆn
|aiℓ|pwℓ−pˆn+1
)1/p
for each n ∈ N; and
(v) (yˆn)
∞
n=1 is 1-dominated by (yn)
∞
n=1.
Proof. Notice that for each n ∈ N we can ﬁnd An ⊆ {pn, · · · , pn+1 − 1} such that if
m(i) = #{r ∈ An : r 6 i} for each pn 6 i 6 pn+1 − 1 then
‖yn‖g =
(∑
i∈An
|ai|pwm(i)
)1/p
.
Without loss of generality we may assume that ai 6= 0 whenever i ∈ An for some
n ∈ N. We can now deﬁne, for each pn 6 i 6 pn+1 − 1,
a˜i =
{
ai if i ∈ An, and
0 otherwise.
Now set, for each n ∈ N,
y˜n =
pn+1∑
i=pn
a˜igi.
Then (y˜n)
∞
n=1 is a normalized block basic sequence which, by 1-unconditionality, is
1-dominated by (yn)
∞
n=1.
Next we shall construct the block basic sequence (yˆn)
∞
n=1 as above, by deﬁning
the sequences (aiℓ)
∞
ℓ=1 and (pˆn)
∞
n=1. Let (a˜iℓ)
∞
ℓ=1 be the subsequence which consists
precisely of the nonzero values of (a˜i)
∞
i=1. Immediately, (i) holds. It is also clear that
there exist 1 = pˆ1 < pˆ2 < pˆ3 < · · · ∈ N so that (ii) and (iii) also hold. Now, observe
that ‖yn‖g = ‖y˜n‖g = ‖yˆn‖g which gives us (iv). Finally, we have
(yˆn)
∞
n=1 ≈1 (y˜n)∞n=1 .1 (yn)∞n=1
to get (v).
Now we are able to prove the following powerful result, an adaptation of [ACL73,
Lemma 1] and [CL74, Lemma 15].
Theorem 2.5. Let 1 6 p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W, and let (gn)∞n=1 denote the
canonical basis of g(w, p). Suppose
yn =
pn+1−1∑
i=pn
aigi
forms a normalized block basic sequence, and satisfies
lim
i→∞
ai = 0.
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∞
n=1 be the sequence from Proposition 2.4 corresponding to (yn)
∞
n=1. Then
for each ǫ > 0 there exists a subsequence (ynk)
∞
k=1 which is (1 + ǫ)-equivalent to
the canonical basis (fn)
∞
n=1 of ℓp, and such that [yˆnk ]
∞
k=1 is (1 + ǫ)-complemented in
g(w, p).
Remark 2.6. The d(w, p)-analog for Theorem 2.5 given in [ACL73, Lemma 1] and
[CL74, Lemma 15] yields a stronger conclusion in the sense that every normalized
block sequence in d(w, p) with coefficients tending to zero admits a subsequence which
is (1+ǫ)-equivalent to ℓp and (1+ǫ)-complemented in d(w, p). Consequently, d(w, p)
is uniformly subprojective. Because the analogous result for g(w, p) requires passing
to (yˆn)
∞
n=1, subprojectivity does not follow in the same way that it does for d(w, p).
An alternative method for showing subprojectivity of g(w, 1) (i.e., in the special case
p = 1) is given in the proof of Theorem 2.1(vi). However, the uniform constant
is not established there; moreover, it remains an open question whether g(w, p) is
subprojective for 1 < p < ∞. See [OS15] for an overview of basic facts on subpro-
jectivity.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. The ﬁrst part of our proof follows that of [ACL73, Lemma
1]. Let
yˆn =
pˆn+1−1∑
ℓ=pˆn
aiℓgℓ, n ∈ N,
form a normalized block basic sequence as in Proposition 2.4, and ﬁx any ǫ > 0. Let
φ ∈ (0, 1) be such that φ−1/p 6 φ−1 < 1 + ǫ.
We claim that there exists a block basic sequence of the form
zn =
qn+1−1∑
ℓ=qn
bℓgℓ, n ∈ N,
and a subsequence (yˆnk)
∞
k=1, such that the following two properties are satisﬁed for
every k ∈ N.
(∗) the coeﬃcients of zk are the same as the coeﬃcients of yˆnk , that is, qk+1−qk =
pˆnk+1 − pˆnk and bqk+ℓ = aipˆnk+ℓ for ℓ = 0, · · · qk+1 − qk − 1; and
(∗∗) ∑qk+1−1ℓ=qk |bℓ|pwℓ > φ.
Let us begin by setting q1 = 1, and then let us suppose that we have deﬁned qk
for some k ∈ N. Due to wn → 0, we can ﬁnd j ∈ N such that
j+qk∑
ℓ=j+1
wℓ <
1− φ
2
.
Note that since aiℓ → 0 we must have pˆn+1 − pˆn →∞. Thus, we may select h ∈ N
such that pˆh+1− pˆh > j+ qk and |aiℓ| < 1−φ2j for all ℓ > pˆh. Set qk+1 = pˆh+1− pˆh+ qk
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and bqk+ℓ = aipˆh+ℓ for all ℓ = 0, · · · , qk+1 − qk − 1. This way, setting yˆnk = yˆh
immediately satisﬁes (∗). Recall from property (iv) in Proposition 2.4 that
1 = ‖yˆh‖pg =
pˆh+1−1∑
ℓ=pˆh
|aiℓ|pwℓ−pˆh+1,
and therefore that
(2)
qk+1−1∑
ℓ=qk
|bℓ|pwℓ =
pˆh+1−1∑
ℓ=pˆh
|aiℓ|pwℓ+qk−pˆh
=
pˆh+1−1∑
ℓ=pˆh
|aiℓ|pwℓ−pˆh+1 −
pˆh+1−1∑
ℓ=pˆh
|aˆℓ|p(wℓ−pˆh+1 − wℓ+qk−pˆh)
= 1−
pˆh+j−1∑
ℓ=pˆh
|aiℓ|p(wℓ−pˆh+1 − wℓ+qk−pˆh)−
pˆh+1−1∑
ℓ=pˆh+j
|aiℓ|p(wℓ−pˆh+1 − wℓ+qk−pˆh).
Note that since (wℓ)
∞
ℓ=1 is nonincreasing with 0 < wℓ 6 1, ℓ ∈ N, and qk > 1, we
have
0 6 wℓ−pˆh+1 − wℓ+qk−pˆh < 1, ℓ ∈ N.
Together with the facts that there are j values between pˆh and pˆh + j − 1, as well
as |aiℓ|p < 1−φ2j for all ℓ > pˆh, we now have
(3)
pˆh+j−1∑
ℓ=pˆh
|aiℓ|p(wℓ−pˆh+1 − wℓ+qk−pˆh) <
pˆh+j−1∑
ℓ=pˆh
|aiℓ|p <
1− φ
2j
pˆh+j−1∑
ℓ=pˆh
1 =
1− φ
2
.
Also, note that, due again to |aiℓ|p < 1−φ2j < 1 for all ℓ > pˆh, as well as the facts∑j+qk
ℓ=j+1wℓ <
1−φ
2
and pˆh+1 + qk − 2 > pˆh+1 − 1, we have
(4)
pˆh+1−1∑
ℓ=pˆh+j
|aiℓ|p(wℓ−pˆh+1 − wℓ+qk−pˆh) <
pˆh+1−1∑
ℓ=pˆh+j
(wℓ−pˆh+1 − wℓ+qk−pˆh)
=
pˆh+1−1∑
ℓ=pˆh+j
wℓ−pˆh+1 −
pˆh+1+qk−2∑
ℓ=pˆh+j+qk−1
wℓ−pˆh+1
<
pˆh+j+qk−1∑
ℓ=pˆh+j
wℓ−pˆh+1 =
j+qk∑
ℓ=j+1
wℓ <
1− φ
2
.
Combining (2), (3), and (4) gives us (∗∗). This completes the proof of our claim.
9Let us show that our new block basic sequence (zn)
∞
n=1 dominates the canonical
basis (fn)
∞
n=1 for ℓp. Let (cn)
N
n=1, N ∈ N, be any ﬁnite sequence of scalars. Then
φ
N∑
n=1
|cn|p 6
N∑
n=1
|cn|p
qn+1−1∑
ℓ=qn
|bℓ|pwℓ =
N∑
n=1
qn+1−1∑
ℓ=qn
|cnbℓ|pwℓ 6 ‖
N∑
n=1
cnzn‖pg
so that (
N∑
n=1
|cn|p
)1/p
6 φ−1/p‖
N∑
n=1
cnzn‖g.
Hence, (fn)
∞
n=1 is φ
−1/p-dominated by (zn)
∞
n=1. On the other hand, (zn)
∞
n=1 is 1-
equivalent to (yˆnk)
∞
k=1 by (∗) together with 1-subsymmetry of (gn)∞n=1. Recall that
by property (v) in Proposition 2.4, the sequence (yˆn)
∞
n=1 is 1-dominated by (yn)
∞
n=1,
and that by Proposition 2.3 the sequence (ynk)
∞
k=1 is 1-dominated by (fn)
∞
n=1. We
now have the diagram
(5) (fn)
∞
n=1 .φ−1/p (zn)
∞
n=1 ≈1 (yˆnk)∞k=1 .1 (ynk)∞k=1 .1 (fn)∞n=1
so that (ynk)
∞
k=1 is φ
−1/p-equivalent, and hence also (1 + ǫ)-equivalent, to (fn)
∞
n=1.
To show that [yˆnk ]
∞
k=1 is (1 + ǫ)-complemented in g(w, p), we will follow the proof
of [CL74, Lemma 15]. Deﬁne
z˜k =
qk+1−1∑
ℓ=qk
|bℓ|gℓ, k ∈ N.
Let us set, for each k ∈ N and each qk 6 i 6 qk+1 − 1,
Pgi =
|bi|p−1wi∑qk+1−1
ℓ=qk
|bℓ|pwℓ
z˜k.
Clearly, P extends to a linear operator acting on span(gi)
∞
i=1. Moreover, for each
k ∈ N we have
P z˜k = P
qk+1−1∑
i=qk
|bi|gi =
qk+1−1∑
i=qk
|bi| |bi|
p−1wi∑qk+1−1
ℓ=qk
|bℓ|pwℓ
z˜k = z˜k
so that P is a projection onto span(z˜k)
∞
k=1. Since (z˜k)
∞
k=1 is a normalized block
sequence, it is 1-dominated by (fk)
∞
k=1 by Proposition 2.3. Since also (∗∗) holds,
this gives us, for each (ci)
∞
i=1 ∈ c00,
‖P
∞∑
i=1
cigi‖p = ‖P
∞∑
k=1
qk+1−1∑
i=qk
cigi‖p = ‖
∞∑
k=1
(
qk+1−1∑
i=qk
ci|bi|p−1wi∑qk+1−1
ℓ=qk
|bℓ|pwℓ
)
z˜k‖p
6
∞∑
k=1
∣∣∣∣∣
qk+1−1∑
i=qk
ci|bi|p−1wi∑qk+1−1
ℓ=qk
|bℓ|pwℓ
∣∣∣∣∣
p
6 φ−p
∞∑
k=1
∣∣∣∣∣
qk+1−1∑
i=qk
ci|bi|p−1wi
∣∣∣∣∣
p
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Then, using Ho¨lder’s inequality with with p
p−1
conjugate to p, and viewing
ci|bi|p−1wi = (ciw1/pi ) · (|bi|p−1w(p−1)/pi ),
we get, together with
∑qk+1−1
i=qk
|bi|pwi 6 ‖zk‖p = 1,
φ−p
∞∑
k=1
∣∣∣∣∣
qk+1−1∑
i=qk
ci|bi|p−1wi
∣∣∣∣∣
p
6 φ−p
∞∑
k=1
(
qk+1−1∑
i=qk
|ci|pwi
)(
qk+1−1∑
i=qk
|bi|pwi
)p−1
6 φ−p
∞∑
k=1
qk+1−1∑
i=qk
|ci|pwi 6 φ−p‖
∞∑
i=1
cigi‖pg.
It follows that P is bounded by φ−1, and hence has a φ−1-bounded continuous
extension P˜ ∈ L(g(w, p)) such that P˜ is a projection onto [z˜k]∞k=1.
Let us deﬁne operators Φ1,Θ1,Φ2,Θ2 ∈ L(g(w, p)) satisfying
(6) yˆnk
Φ17→ zk Φ27→ z˜k and z˜k Θ27→ zk Θ17→ yˆnk
for all k ∈ N. We do this by ﬁrst deﬁning Φ1gipˆnk+ℓ = gqk+ℓ and Θ1gqk+ℓ = gipˆnk+ℓ
for all 0 6 ℓ 6 qk+1 − qk − 1 and all k ∈ N, and Φ1gi = 0 for all other i ∈ N. This
makes Φ1,Θ1 ∈ L(g(w, p)) with Φ1Θ1 = Ig, the identity operator on g(w, p), and
Θ1Φ1 is the projection onto the space consisting of the closed linear span of vectors
gipˆnk+ℓ
, k ∈ N, 0 6 ℓ 6 qk+1 − qk − 1. In particular, Θ1Φ1yˆnk = yˆnk for all k ∈ N.
Next, set
Φ2gi =
|bi|
bi
gi and Θ2gi =
bi
|bi|gi, i ∈ N,
which is possible since bi 6= 0 for all i ∈ N. Note that Φ2Θ2 = Θ2Φ2 = Ig.
By 1-unconditionality of (gn)
∞
n=1, these are all norm-1 operators, and they clearly
satisfy the desired chains of mappings in (6). Let us now form the composition
operator
Θ1Θ2P˜Φ2Φ1 ∈ L(g(w, p)).
It is clear from construction that this is a projection onto [yˆnk ]
∞
k=1 of norm 6 θ
−1 <
1 + ǫ.
Corollary 2.7. Let 1 6 p <∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈W, and let (gn)∞n=1 denote the
canonical basis of g(w, p). Every normalized block basic sequence of (gn)
∞
n=1 admits
a subsequence which dominates (gn)
∞
n=1.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 2.5, to-
gether with the fact that (gn)
∞
n=1 is dominated by the canonical basis for ℓp.
We need just two more preliminary results before proving Theorem 2.1.
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Proposition 2.8. Let 1 6 p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W, and let (gn)∞n=1 denote
the canonical basis of g(w, p). For any N ∈ N and any seminormalized block basic
sequence (yn)
∞
n=1 of (gn)
∞
n=1, we have
sup
N∈N
‖
N∑
n=1
yn‖g =∞.
Furthermore, (gn)
∞
n=1 is boundedly-complete.
Proof. It is clear from the fact that w /∈ ℓ1 that
sup
N∈N
‖
N∑
n=1
gn‖g =∞.
By the Principle of Small Perturbations together with Proposition 1.2 and Theorem
2.5, we can ﬁnd a subsequence (ynk)
∞
k=1 which either dominates (gn)
∞
n=1 or else is
equivalent to ℓp. Either way, by 1-subsymmetry of (gn)
∞
n=1 we have
sup
N∈N
‖
N∑
n=1
yn‖g > sup
N∈N
‖
N∑
k=1
ynk‖g =∞.
Since every unconditional basis which fails to be boundedly complete admits a block
basic sequence equivalent to the canonical basis of c0 (cf., e.g., [AK06, Theorem
3.3.2]), this completes the proof.
Proposition 2.9. Let 1 6 p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W, and let (gn)∞n=1 denote
the canonical basis of g(w, p). If (yn)
∞
n=1 is a block basic sequence of (gn)
∞
n=1, then
for any ǫ > 0 there exists a further block basic sequence (un)
∞
n=1 of (yn)
∞
n=1 which is
(1 + ǫ)-equivalent to the canonical basis of ℓp .
Proof. Here we shall follow the proof to [ACL73, Corollary 3]. Write
y′n =
yn
‖yn‖g
so that (y′n)
∞
n=1 is a normalized block basic sequence in g(w, p). By Proposition 2.8
together with subsymmetry, we can ﬁnd an increasing sequence (pn)
∞
n=1 of positive
integers such that
lim
n→∞
‖
pn+1−1∑
i=pn
y′i‖g =∞.
Set
zn =
∑pn+1−1
i=pn
y′i
‖∑pn+1−1i=pn y′i‖g
for each n ∈ N. It is clear that the coeﬃcients of (zn)∞n=1 tend to zero, and so by
Theorem 2.5 we can ﬁnd a subsequence (znk)
∞
k=1 which is (1 + ǫ)-equivalent to the
canonical basis of ℓp .
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. As usual, (fn)
∞
n=1 denotes the canonical basis of ℓp.
(i) This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.3.
(ii) We follow the proof of [CL74, Corollary 12]. Let (yn)
∞
n=1 be a basic sequence
in g(w, p) which is equivalent to (gn)
∞
n=1. Since (gn)
∞
n=1 and hence (yn)
∞
n=1 are weakly
null, we may pass to a subsequence if necessary and apply the Bessaga-Pelczynski Se-
lection Principle, to truncate the vectors yn to give us an equivalent seminormalized
block basic sequence
zn = (Spn+1−1 − Spn−1)yn =
pn+1−1∑
i=pn
aigi,
where each Sk ∈ L(g(w, p)), k ∈ N, denotes the partial sum projection onto the ﬁrst
k coordinates with respect to the basis (gn)
∞
n=1 (and S0 = 0 is the zero operator). By
the Principle of Small Perturbations, we can choose this block basis so that [yn]
∞
n=1
is complemented in g(w, p) whenever [zn]
∞
n=1 is. By Theorem 2.5, since (gn)
∞
n=1 has
no subsequence equivalent to the ℓp basis, we can ﬁnd a sequence (ain)
∞
n=1 satisfying
pn 6 in < pn+1 for each n ∈ N and infn∈N |ain | =: c > 0. Let K ∈ [1,∞) denote
the equivalence constant between (zn)
∞
n=1 and (gn)
∞
n=1, and observe that for any
(bn)
∞
n=1 ∈ c00, by 1-subsymmetry of (gn)∞n=1 we have
‖
∞∑
n=1
(
bin
ain
)
zn‖g 6 K‖
∞∑
n=1
(
bin
ain
)
gn‖g 6 K
c
‖
∞∑
n=1
bingn‖g 6
K
c
‖
∞∑
n=1
bngn‖g.
Thus we can deﬁne a bounded linear projection P ∈ L(g(w, p)) onto [zn]∞n=1 by the
rule
P
∞∑
n=1
bngn =
∞∑
n=1
(
bin
ain
)
zn.
(iii) Consider ﬁrst the case where p 6= 1. Let us suppose towards a contradiction
that (gn)
∞
n=1 fails to be shrinking. Then due to unconditionality of (gn)
∞
n=1, there
exists a block basic sequence (yn)
∞
n=1 of (gn)
∞
n=1 which is equivalent to the canonical
ℓ1 basis (cf., e.g., [AK06, Theorem 3.3.1]). Now, by Proposition 2.9, we can ﬁnd
a further block basis equivalent to ℓp. However, this is impossible if p 6= 1, as we
are assuming. Thus, (gn)
∞
n=1 is shrinking, and since it is also boundedly complete
by Proposition 2.8, and unconditional, it must span a reﬂexive space by a theorem
of James (cf., e.g., [AK06, Theorem 3.2.13]). This proves the ﬁrst part of (iv), and
the second part about nonreﬂexivity in case p = 1 follows since g(w, 1) contains a
(nonreﬂexive) copy of ℓ1 by Proposition 2.9.
(iv) Recall that every seminormalized weakly null sequence in ℓp admits a sub-
sequence equivalent to (fn)
∞
n=1 (cf., e.g., [AK06, Proposition 2.1.3]). So, if g(w, p)
embedded into ℓp then by this fact together with (gn)
∞
n=1 being weakly null and
subsymmetry, (gn)
∞
n=1 would be equivalent to (fn)
∞
n=1, which it clearly is not.
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(v) Fix ǫ > 0, and let Y be any inﬁnite-dimensional closed subspace of g(w, p). By
a famous result of Mazur, every inﬁnite-dimensional Banach space contains a basic
sequence, and so we can ﬁnd a normalized basic sequence (yn)
∞
n=1 in Y . In case p > 1,
this basic sequence must be weakly null by the reﬂexivity of g(w, p). For the case
p = 1, we can assume by Rosenthal’s ℓ1 Theorem (cf., e.g., [AK06, Theorem 10.2.1])
together with James’ ℓ1 Distortion Theorem (cf., e.g., [AK06, Theorem 10.3.1]) that
(yn)
∞
n=1 admits a weak Cauchy subsequence. By passing to a further subsequence if
necessary, the sequence (
y2n+1 − y2n
‖y2n+1 − y2n‖g
)∞
n=1
is normalized and weakly null. Let us relabel if necessary so that in all cases 1 6
p < ∞ we have found a normalized and weakly null basic sequence (yn)∞n=1 in Y .
By Bessaga-Pe lczyn´ski, we can pass to a subsequence if necessary so that (yn)
∞
n=1 is
(
√
1 + ǫ)-equivalent to a normalized block basic sequence (y′n)
∞
n=1 of the canonical
basis of g(w, p). Now we apply Proposition 2.9 to ﬁnd a block basis (z′k)
∞
k=1 of (y
′
n)
∞
n=1
which is (
√
1 + ǫ)-equivalent to the canonical basis (fn)
∞
n=1 of ℓp, where we write
z′k =
pk+1−1∑
n=pk
any
′
n, k ∈ N.
Deﬁne a corresponding basic sequence (zk)
∞
k=1 by the rule
zk =
pk+1−1∑
n=pk
anyn, k ∈ N.
It is clear that (zk)
∞
k=1 is (
√
1 + ǫ)-equivalent to (z′k)
∞
k=1, and hence (1+ǫ)-equivalent
to (fn)
∞
n=1. It follows that [zk]
∞
k=1 is a subspace of Y which is (1 + ǫ)-isomorphic to
ℓp.
(vi) Let Y be an inﬁnite-dimensional closed subspace of g(w, 1). By part (v), we
can ﬁnd a subspace Z1 of Y which is isomorphic to ℓ1. By [FW08, Theorem 1],
every subspace isomorphic to ℓ1 of a Banach space X with an unconditional basis
contains a further subspace which is isomorphic to ℓ1 and complemented in X . In
particular, Z1 contains a subspace Z isomorphic to ℓ1 and complemented in g(w, 1).
(vii) Let
yn =
∑2n−1
i=2n−1 gi
‖∑2n−1i=2n−1 gi‖g , n ∈ N.
By Proposition 2.8, (yn)
∞
n=1 is a block basic sequence satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 2.5. Thus, we can ﬁnd a subsequence (ynk)
∞
k=1 which is (1 + ǫ)-equivalent
to the ℓp basis. This subsequence is also 1-equivalent to the subsequence (yˆnk)
∞
k=1
of the sequence (yˆn)
∞
n=1 deﬁned by Proposition 2.4. Again by Theorem 2.5, the
subsequence (yˆnk)
∞
k=1 is (1 + ǫ)-complemented in g(w, p).
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3. g(w, p) admits a unique subsymmetric basis
In this section we show that for certain choices of w ∈W, the canonical basis for
g(w, p), 1 6 p < ∞, fails to be symmetric. We also show that the canonical basis
for g(w, p) is always the unique (up to equivalence) subsymmetric basis for g(w, p)
(regardless of the choice of w). Consequently, we exhibit examples of Banach spaces
which admit a unique subsymmetric basis but not a symmetric one.
Remark 3.1. It had previously been shown in [Sa04, §6] that there exist Banach
spaces, called Tirilman spaces, admitting a symmetric basis but failing to admit
a subsymmetric one. (In fact, those spaces do not even contain symmetric basic
sequences!) It is also easy to see based on existing results in [ACL73, §3] (see Re-
mark 3.8 below) that d(w, p) admits a unique subsymmetric basis (which is also
symmetric). However, to the author’s knowledge, the spaces g(w, p) in Example 3.3
below are the first known examples of Banach spaces having both of these properties
simultaneously—that is, admitting a unique subsymmetric basis but failing to admit
a symmetric basis.
To prepare for our ﬁrst task, we need a technical lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let 0 < θ < 1 and N ∈ N. Then
(N + 1)1−θ
1− θ −
1
1− θ 6
N∑
n=1
n−θ 6
N1−θ
1− θ −
θ
1− θ .
Proof. Note that if f : R+ → R+ is nonincreasing and continuous on [j, k], j < k ∈
N, then
k∑
n=j+1
f(n) 6
∫ k
j
f(x) dx 6
k−1∑
n=j
f(n).
Now apply this to f(x) = x−θ over [1, N ].
The proof of the following is essentially due to Garling ([Ga68]).
Example 3.3. Let 1 6 p < ∞. If w = (n−θ)∞n=1 ∈ W for θ ∈ (0, 1) then the
canonical basis for g(w, p) is subsymmetric but not symmetric.
Proof. For each j ∈ N, let us set
z(j) = (j−(1−θ)/p, [j − 1]−(1−θ)/p, [j − 2]−(1−θ)/p, · · · , 1−(1−θ)/p, 0, 0, · · · )
and its nonincreasing rearrangement
y(j) = (1−(1−θ)/p, 2−(1−θ)/p, 3−(1−θ)/p, · · · , j−(1−θ)/p, 0, 0, 0, · · · ).
Observe that
‖y(j)‖g >
(
j∑
n=1
n−1
)1/p
→∞ as n→∞.
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Hence, supj‖y(j)‖g =∞.
Next, we will show that supj‖z(j)‖g < ∞, and hence that the canonical basis
is not symmetric. To see this, ﬁrst note that since the nonzero entries of z(j) are
increasing, we must have k ∈ {1, · · · , j} such that
‖z(j)‖g =
(
k∑
n=1
(k + 1− n)−(1−θ)n−θ
)1/p
.
We claim that
(7) sup
k∈N
=
k∑
n=1
(k + 1− n)−(1−θ)n−θ <∞
whence it shall follow that supj‖z(j)‖g <∞ as desired.
Consider the case where k > 3 and is odd, and let us give the estimate
k∑
n=1
(k + 1− n)−(1−θ)n−θ
=
(k+1)/2∑
n=1
(k + 1− n)−(1−θ)n−θ +
k∑
n=(k+3)/2
(k + 1− n)−(1−θ)n−θ
6
(
k + 1
2
)−(1−θ) (k+1)/2∑
n=1
n−θ +
(
k + 3
2
)−θ k∑
n=(k+3)/2
(k + 1− n)−(1−θ)
=
(
k + 1
2
)−(1−θ) (k+1)/2∑
n=1
n−θ +
(
k + 3
2
)−θ (k−1)/2∑
n=1
n−(1−θ)
6 2
(
k + 1
2
)−(1−θ) (k+1)/2∑
n=1
n−θ.
Observe that by Lemma 3.2 we have
(k+1)/2∑
n=1
n−θ 6
1
1− θ
(
k + 1
2
)1−θ
so that
2
(
k + 1
2
)−(1−θ) (k+1)/2∑
n=1
n−θ 6
2
1− θ .
The even case is handled similarly, and this proves (7).
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Remark 3.4. It was shown in [ACL73, Theorem 6] that d(w, p) admits exactly two
nonequivalent symmetric basic sequences if and only if the weights w = (wn)
∞
n=1 ∈W
satisfy the condition
(8) sup
j,k∈N
∑jk
n=1wn(∑j
n=1wn
)(∑k
n=1wn
) <∞.
Observe that, by Lemma 3.2, the weight sequence w = (n−θ)∞n=1 ∈ W, θ ∈ (0, 1),
given in Example 3.3 satisfies (8).
Before continuing, we recall the following result from [ACL73], which shall be
needed momentarily.
Proposition 3.5 ([ACL73, Corollary 2]). Let 1 6 p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W,
and let (dn)
∞
n=1 denote the canonical basis of d(w, p). Every seminormalized basic
sequence in d(w, p) admits a subsequence dominating (dn)
∞
n=1.
Our next task requires the following analogous result for g(w, p).
Proposition 3.6. Let 1 6 p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W, let (dn)∞n=1 denote the
canonical basis of d(w, p), and let (gn)
∞
n=1 denote the canonical basis of g(w, p). Then
every symmetric normalized block sequence of (gn)
∞
n=1 dominates (dn)
∞
n=1.
Proof. Fix any symmetric normalized block sequence (yn)
∞
n=1 of (gn)
∞
n=1 in g(w, p).
For any ﬁnite sequence of scalars (bn)
N
n=1, N ∈ N, we have
‖
N∑
n=1
bndn‖d =
(
N∑
n=1
|bσ(n)|pwn
)1/p
for some permutation σ of {1, · · · , N}. However, due to symmetry together with
Corollary 2.7, we can ﬁnd C ∈ [1,∞) such that (yn)∞n=1 is C-equivalent to all its
subsequences, and C-dominates (gn)
∞
n=1. Thus,
‖
N∑
n=1
bndn‖d =
(
N∑
n=1
|bσ(n)|pwn
)1/p
6 ‖
N∑
n=1
bσ(n)gn‖g 6 C‖
N∑
n=1
bσ(n)yn‖g 6 C2‖
N∑
n=1
bnyn‖g
It follows that (yn)
∞
n=1 C
2-dominates (dn)
∞
n=1.
The next theorem is based on [ACL73, Theorem 4], wherein an analogous result
for subspaces with symmetric bases was proved for d(w, p). However, our proof here
is slightly diﬀerent.
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Theorem 3.7. Let 1 6 p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W, and let (gn)∞n=1 denote the
canonical basis of g(w, p). If (yn)
∞
n=1 is a subsymmetric basic sequence in g(w, p)
and Y = [yn]
∞
n=1 then every subsymmetric basis for Y is equivalent to (yn)
∞
n=1. In
particular, every subsymmetric basis for g(w, p) is equivalent to (gn)
∞
n=1.
Proof. Assume Y is not isomorphic to ℓp, else we are done. Now let (un)
∞
n=1 be any
subsymmetric basis for Y . By Proposition 1.3 together with the fact that g(w, p)
and hence Y contains no copy of ℓ1, the sequence (un)
∞
n=1 must be weakly null, and
the same goes for (yn)
∞
n=1. Thus, we may apply Bessaga-Pe lczyn´ski and the Principle
of Small Perturbations to obtain normalized blocks
uˆi =
pi+1−1∑
n=pi
anyn, yˆi =
qi+1−1∑
n=qi
bngn, zi =
ri+1−1∑
n=ri
cnun, i ∈ N,
such that (uˆn)
∞
n=1 ≈ (un)∞n=1 and (yˆn)∞n=1 ≈ (yn)∞n=1 ≈ (zi)∞i=1. For convenience, we
may simply assume yˆn = yn and uˆn = un for n ∈ N.
Let us now write
zk =
rk+1−1∑
i=rk
pi+1−1∑
j=pi
qj+1−1∑
n=qj
ciajbngn.
Notice that by Theorem 2.5 we cannot have limj→∞ |aj| = 0, limn→∞ |bn| = 0,
or limi→∞ |ci| = 0, since otherwise, together with subsymmetry, (zk)∞k=1 would be
equivalent to the canonical basis of ℓp. Together with subsymmetry it follows that,
passing to subsequences if necessary, we may assume the coeﬃcients (aj)
∞
j=1, (bn)
∞
n=1,
and (ci)
∞
i=1 each satisfy property (1). By Proposition 1.2, this means
(yn)
∞
n=1 . (un)
∞
n=1 . (zn)
∞
n=1 ≈ (yn)∞n=1.
Remark 3.8. It is easy to see based on the analogous results in [ACL73] that The-
orem 3.7 also holds for d(w, p) in place of g(w, p).
Corollary 3.9. Each of the spaces constructed in Example 3.3 admits a unique (up
to equivalence) subsymmetric basis, but not a symmetric one.
We close this section by exploring the following question.
Question 3.10. Do there exist w ∈ W and 1 6 p < ∞ so that g(w, p) admits a
symmetric basis?
It follows from Corollary 3.9 that not every w ∈ W yields a positive answer to
Question 3.10, but we do not know whether some other w ∈W might do the trick.
Theorem 3.7 tells us that g(w, p) admits a symmetric basis if and only if its canon-
ical basis is symmetric. The next result lays out some other equivalent conditions.
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Theorem 3.11. Let 1 6 p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W, let (dn)∞n=1 denote the
canonical basis of d(w, p), and let (gn)
∞
n=1 denote the canonical basis of g(w, p).
Then the following are equivalent.
(i) g(w, p) admits a symmetric basis.
(ii) (gn)
∞
n=1 is equivalent to (dn)
∞
n=1 (and in particular is symmetric).
(iii) g(w, p) and d(w, p) are isomorphic.
(iv) d(w, p) contains a subspace isomorphic to g(w, p).
(v) The formal inclusion map
Id,g ∈ L(d(w, p), g(w, p)), Id,gdn = gn ∀n ∈ N,
preserves a copy of d(w, p) which is complemented in g(w, p). More precisely,
there exists a subspace Y of d(w, p) for which Y ≈ d(w, p) ≈ Id,gY , and such
that Id,gY is complemented in g(w, p) and Id,g|Y is bounded below.
Proof. Let us begin by noting that (ii)⇒(i), (ii)⇒(iii), (iii)⇒(iv), and (ii)⇒(v) are
all trivial.
(i)⇒(ii): Note that (gn)∞n=1 . (dn)∞n=1 by a direct application of their deﬁnitions.
By Theorem 3.7, (gn)
∞
n=1 is symmetric, and so by Proposition 3.6 we have (dn)
∞
n=1 .
(gn)
∞
n=1. It follows that (dn)
∞
n=1 ≈ (gn)∞n=1.
(iv)⇒(ii): Since (gn)∞n=1 is weakly null by Theorem 2.1, we obtain via Bessaga-
Pe lczyn´ski a seminormalized (dn)
∞
n=1-block basic sequence (yn)
∞
n=1 in d(w, p) which
is equivalent to (gn)
∞
n=1, and hence dominated by (dn)
∞
n=1. Since (yn)
∞
n=1 is subsym-
metric, by Proposition 3.5 we get (yn)
∞
n=1 & (dn)
∞
n=1. Combining these gives
(yn)
∞
n=1 ≈ (gn)n=1∞ . (dn)∞n=1 . (yn)∞n=1.
(v)⇒(ii): Since Id,gY is complemented in g(w, p) and isomorphic to d(w, p), we
could extend an isomorphism B̂ : Id,gY → d(w, p) to an operator (not necessarily
an isomorphism anymore) B : g(w, p)→ d(w, p). By [KPSTT12, Theorem 5.5], an
operator in L(d(w, p)) fails to preserve a copy of d(w, p) if and only if it sends the
canonical basis to a norm-null sequence. So, BId,gdn 6→ 0, which means we could
ﬁnd some subsequence (Bgnk)
∞
k=1 which is seminormalized. As (gn)
∞
n=1 is weakly null
by Theorem 2.1, so is (Bgnk)
∞
k=1. Pass to a further subsequence if necessary so that,
by applying Bessaga-Pe lczyn´ski, (Bgnk)
∞
k=1 is seminormalized basic, and equivalent
to a block basis of (dn)
∞
n=1. By Proposition 3.5 we may assume (Bgnk)
∞
k=1 & (dn)
∞
n=1.
Hence,
(dn)
∞
n=1 . (Bgnk)
∞
k=1 . (gnk)
∞
k=1 ≈ (gn)∞n=1 . (dn)∞n=1.
Remark 3.12. In the proof of (v)⇒(ii), we actually showed that if (gn)∞n=1 6≈ (dn)∞n=1
then for no B ∈ L(g(w, p), d(w, p)) does the composition operator BId,g preserve a
copy of d(w, p), regardless of whether or not it passes that copy through a comple-
mented subspace of g(w, p). On the other hand, it is clear by considering the proof
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to Proposition 2.9 that the identity operator on ℓp factors through Id,g, so that Id,g
is never strictly singular.
4. Uniform convexity and superreflexivity
We have seen that, in some cases at least, g(w, p) is not isomorphic to d(w, p).
We do not know whether this is true in all cases. However, we could say some things
about isometries. Indeed, it is clear that g(w, p) is never isometric in the natural
way to d(w, p). Just consider the minimum N ∈ N such that wN+1 < 1, so that,
letting
0 < α <
(
1− wN+1
N
)1/p
and u = (α, · · · , α︸ ︷︷ ︸
N times
, 1, 0, 0, 0, · · · ),
we have
‖u‖g = 1 < ‖u‖d.
Using a roundabout method, we can even show that, for certain choices of w ∈W,
more general than in Example 3.3, g(w, p) does not isometrically embed into d(w, p)
for any 1 < p < ∞ (although, we do not know whether it might isomorphically
embed).
The method we will use is to ﬁrst prove that g(w, p) is never uniformly convex, and
thus cannot embed isometrically into d(w, p) whenever the latter space is. Recall
that a Banach space X is uniformly convex just in case for each ǫ > 0 there is
δ = δ(ǫ) > 0 such that if u, v ∈ X with ‖u‖X = ‖v‖X = 1 and ‖u − v‖X > ǫ then
1
2
‖u+ v‖X 6 1− δ.
Proposition 4.1. The space g(w, p) fails to be uniformly convex for any 1 6 p <∞
and any w = (wn)
∞
n=1 ∈W.
Proof. Let us deﬁne, for j ∈ N,
αj =
(
1− wj+1∑j
n=1wn
)1/p
.
Now let us consider, for each j ∈ N, the vectors
u(j) = (αj, · · · , αj︸ ︷︷ ︸
j times
, 1, 0, 0, 0, · · · ) ∈ g(w, p)
and
v(j) = (αj , · · · , αj︸ ︷︷ ︸
j times
, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, · · · ) ∈ g(w, p).
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Observe that
1
2
‖u(j) + v(j)‖g > 1
2
[
j∑
n=1
(2αj)
pwn + wj+1 + wj+2
]1/p
=
[
αpj
j∑
n=1
wn +
1
2p
(wj+1 + wj+2)
]1/p
=
[
1− wj+1 + 1
2p
(wj+1 + wj+2)
]1/p
→ 1
as j →∞. To show that g(w, p) fails to be uniformly convex, then, it suﬃces to ﬁnd
a subsequence (u(jk))∞k=1 such that ‖u(jk)‖g = ‖v(jk)‖g = 1 and ‖u(jk) − v(jk)‖g > 1
for all k ∈ N.
Due to (wj)
∞
j=1 ∈ c0 \ ℓ1 we have
lim
j→∞
αj = 0.
Hence, we could ﬁnd a subsequence (αjk)
∞
k=1 such that
αjk 6 min
i6jk
αi, k ∈ N.
Now, ﬁx any k ∈ N. By deﬁnition of g(w, p) and due to w1 = 1, either ‖u(jk)‖g = 1,
or else we could ﬁnd i ∈ {1, · · · , jk} with
1 6 ‖u(jk)‖pg =
i∑
n=1
wnα
p
jk
+ wi+1 6
i∑
n=1
wnα
p
i + wi+1 = 1
so that ‖u(jk)‖g = ‖v(jk)‖g = 1 anyway. Observing that
‖u(jk) − v(jk)‖g = (w1 + w2)1/p > 1
ﬁnishes the proof.
Note that uniform convexity is an isometric property, and that one uniformly con-
vex space might be isomorphic (but not isometric) to a space which is not uniformly
convex. In light of this, let us say that a Banach space X is uniformly convex-
ifiable whenever there exists an equivalent norm on X for which it is uniformly
convex, or, equivalently, whenever it is isomorphic to a uniformly convex space.
Uniform convexiﬁability has been famously identiﬁed with superreﬂexivity, as fol-
lows. Recall that a Banach space Y is finitely representable in a Banach space X
whenever for each ǫ > 0 and each ﬁnite-dimensional subspace F of Y , there exists a
ﬁnite-dimensional subspace E of X such that E and F are (1 + ǫ)-isomorphic, i.e.
such that there exists an isomorphism U : E → F satisfying ‖U‖‖U−1‖ 6 1 + ǫ.
Then, a Banach space X is called superreflexive just in case every Banach space
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ﬁnitely representable in X is reﬂexive. It was shown in [En73] that a Banach space
is superreﬂexive if and only if it is uniformly convexiﬁable.
Having shown that g(w, p) is never uniformly convex, and in light of the above
identiﬁcation between superreﬂexivity and uniform convexiﬁability, the next natural
question to ask is, given 1 < p < ∞, can we ever choose w ∈ W so that g(w, p) is
superreﬂexive? This looks more diﬃcult to answer, but due to the work in [Al75],
we have a bit of a head start by ruling out a few cases.
Theorem 4.2 ([Al75, Theorem 1]). Let 1 < p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈W. Then
the following are equivalent.
(I) d(w, p) is uniformly convex.
(II) d(w, p) is uniformly convexifiable (equivalently, superreflexive).
(III)
inf
n∈N
∑2n
i=1wi∑n
i=1wi
> 1.
(IV) There exist constants A > 0 and B > 0 such that
Bwn 6
1
n
n∑
i=1
wi 6 Awn
for all n ∈ N.
Remark 4.3. The choices w = (n−θ)∞n=1 ∈W, 0 < θ < 1, from Example 3.3 satisfy
the equivalent conditions (III) and (IV) above.
As clearly every Banach space isometric to a subspace of uniformly convex is itself
uniformly convex, we have the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 4.4. Let 1 < p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W. If any of the equivalent
conditions (I)-(IV) in Theorem 4.2 hold, then no subspace of d(w, p) is isometric to
g(w, p).
Let us return to the question of superreﬂexivity. The following lemma, which we
will need shortly, was originally stated with only symmetric bases in mind, but a
quick look at the proof shows that subsymmetry is quite suﬃcient.
Lemma 4.5 ([Al75, Lemma 4]). Let (xn)
∞
n=1 be a subsymmetric basis for a Banach
space X. Suppose there are increasing sequences (ni)
∞
i=1 ⊆ N and (ki)∞i=1 ⊆ N and a
uniform constant M > 0 such that
sup
i∈N
‖∑nikin=1 xn‖X
‖∑nin=1 xn‖X 6 M.
Then X is not uniformly convexifiable (equivalently, not superreflexive).
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The author proved it by ﬁnding ki-dimensional subspaces of X , deﬁned as the span
of vectors
vm =
1
‖∑nii=1 xi‖
mni∑
j=(m−1)ni+1
xi, m = 1. · · · , ki,
which are uniformly isomorphic to ℓki∞. Indeed, assuming 1-subsymmetry for conve-
nience (so that the vm’s are normalized instead of just seminormalized), any sequence
(αm)
ki
m=1 of scalars gives us
sup
16m6ki
|αm| 6 ‖
ki∑
m=1
αmvm‖X 6 sup
16m6ki
|αm| · ‖
ki∑
m=1
vm‖X
6 sup
16m6ki
|αm| · sup
j∈N
‖∑njkjn=1 xn‖X
‖∑njn=1 xn‖X 6 M sup16m6ki |αm|.
We also need one more lemma, from the same paper.
Lemma 4.6 ([Al75, Lemma 5]). Let w = (wn)
∞
n=1 ∈W. If
inf
n∈N
∑2n
i=1wi∑n
i=1wi
= 1
then for every ǫ > 0 there exist strictly increasing sequences (ni)
∞
i=1 ⊆ N and
(ki)
∞
i=1 ⊆ N such that
sup
i∈N
∑niki
n=1wn∑ni
m=1 wn
6 1 + ǫ.
Corollary 4.7. Let 1 < p < ∞ and w = (wn)∞n=1 ∈ W. If any of the equiva-
lent conditions (I)-(IV) in Theorem 4.2 fail to hold then g(w, p) is not uniformly
convexifiable. In particular, in this case, g(w, p) is reflexive but not superreflexive.
Proof. Note that if condition (III) fails to hold then we can apply Lemma 4.6, and
hence also Lemma 4.5, to conclude that g(w, p) is not uniformly convexiﬁable. The
last statement is just due to uniform convexiﬁability being equivalent to superreﬂex-
ivity (cf. [En73]), together with Theorem 2.1.
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